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Acronyms
AFROSAI-E African organization for Supreme Audit Institutions – English Speaking countries
AG

Auditor General

ASC

Audit Services Corporation

CBSS

College of Business and Social Studies

ERCOE

Eritrean Center for Organizational Excellence

HRD

Human Resource Development

IDI

INTOSAI Development Initiative

INTOSAI

International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions

IS

Information Systems

ISSAI

International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions

MND

Ministry of National Development

MoF

Ministry of Finance

NSO

National Security Office

OAG

Office of the Auditor General

RCC

Resources Coordination Center

SAI

Supreme Audit Institution

SMAP

Secretarial Science Management Accounting Pedagogy
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Forward
This is the first Stakeholders’ Engagement Strategic Plan in the Office of the Auditor General
(OAG). The second cycle of the OAG’s strategic plan is prepared for the years 2019-2023. In the
OAG’s strategic plan, Goal 5 emphasizes the need to create a positive image about the OAG. In
the objectives of the goal, preparation and implementation of stakeholders’ engagement plan is
clearly indicated.
This Stakeholders’ Engagement Strategic Plan emphasizes improvements on areas of
stakeholders’ management, where the OAG lags behind and requires tremendous effort to bring
our stakeholders on board. It also expresses the determination of the OAG to fulfil the expectations
of its stakeholders and the value it creates through persistent undertakings. It is indeed a roadmap
to initiate its activities for close work relationships with our stakeholders that contributes to
enhancing OAG’s value adding role and resulting improvements of OAG’s image.
“Keep a low profile” has been the tradition in the OAG. This tradition has become an obstacle to
communication practices in the OAG, and consequently, the public has little awareness about the
role of the OAG in adding value towards the Government efforts in improving Public Financial
Management (PFM). I believe this strategic plan will serve as an effective tool in uplifting the
image of the OAG in the public.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank IDI, AFROSAI-E and other SAIs for their support in
the preparation of this document. The team who prepared this document has been working
tirelessly and I sincerely appreciate and forward my thanks for their efforts and commitments.
I am confident that implementation of this strategic document will improve the efficiency of the
OAG and will create a close work relationship with our stakeholders. Therefore, I request all
management team members and employees of the OAG to contribute to the successful
implementation of the plan.

Gherezgiher Ghebremedhin
Auditor General
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About the OAG

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG), which is the Supreme Audit Institution in Eritrea, was
first established by Proclamation No. 23/1992 in May 1992. This was later repealed and replaced
by Proclamation No. 37/1993. The mandate of the OAG was spelled out in Legal Notice 14/1993
Article 2/25 which is to audit or cause to be audited all Government Institutions and Parastatals
and State Owned Enterprises. Parastatals and State Owned Enterprises are being audited by the
Audit Services Corporation (ASC) which provides its professional audit services on fee basis and
works autonomously under the general supervisory control of the Auditor General. At present the
audit clients served by the OAG are 177 budgetary units.

The Office of the Auditor General is made up of two core Audit Departments and three other
Corporate Divisions. The current number of total staff is 98, of which 28 are females. Out of the
total number, 65 are working in the two Audit Departments and the remaining 33 employees are
members of the Corporate Divisions. The OAG has one part-time communication officer whose
responsibility is mainly in facilitating communication between the OAG and the existing
stakeholders. The communication officer is directly accountable to the Auditor General.

The Role of the Corporate Divisions
There are three Corporate Divisions which are; the Human Resources, Administration and Finance
Divisions, and the Information Communication Technology (ICT) and Information Systems (IS)
Audit Division. The main role of these divisions is to support the core audit departments to
discharge their mandate effectively. The Finance and Administration Division manages the
management of human, financial, and logistical resources. The HRD is mandated to develop the
human capacity of the OAG and design systems and policies. Training staff is one of the main
tasks of the division. The ICT and IS Audit division is tasked with the overall IT infrastructure
management and IS audits.
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OAG’s management modality
The OAG is established to audit all government institutions and is directly responsible to the
National Assembly which is the legislative body of the country. However, due to the military
conflicts with neighboring Ethiopia, the National Assembly has not been functional. Hence, the
OAG has been reporting to the Office of the President. The OAG has been directed through a
five year strategic plans and has just finalized its second cycle Strategic Plan for 2018-2022.

Vision, Mission and Values of the OAG
Vision Statement
“To be an independent, transparent and effective audit institution that promotes public
accountability for the benefit of our society.”

Mission Statement
“To provide reasonable assurance in the management of public resources by our independent and
objective public sector audit services.”

Core Values
“Integrity, Professionalism, Team Work, Transparency, and Innovation and Continuous
Development.”
1. Integrity
The OAG staff members should be honest in performing their professional services and should
have highly personal discipline, appearance, and punctuality.
2.

Professionalism

To provide consistently high quality audit services, staff members are expected to maintain and
develop highly professional competence and expertise.

3. Team work
The OAG believes that cooperation among the staff members and collaboration with clients are
vital indicators of success.
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4. Confidentiality
The employee of the Office of the Auditor General, in receiving and processing information
during the working process, shall foster confidence in audited units that the information provided
is properly stored and will be disclosed only pursuant to the set procedures.

5. Innovation and Continuous Development
The OAG will have to steer and encourage the staff creativity in audit methodologies, processes
and procedures, and other institutional factors to fulfil its mission.

To protect public interest and ensure accountability, the OAG has introduced mandatory
Continuous Professional Development. This will demonstrate to audit clients and the public that
the OAG is continuing to develop staff knowledge and skills together with ethical obligations.
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Introduction
Description of the Strategy Development and Quality Control Processes
This Stakeholders’ Engagement Strategic Plan emanates from the Corporate Strategic
Plan of 2019-2023 of the OAG. Goal 5 of the OAG strategic plan reads as “To improve
the communication process to upgrade the image of the OAG”.

Therefore, this

stakeholders’ engagement plan is aimed at fulfilling Goal 5 of the corporate plan and is
part of the OAG’s commitment to comply with ISSAI 12 which requires the OAG to
respond to citizens and other stakeholders’ expectations.
June 2018

July 2018

CAROSAI/AFROSAI-E
Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy
Development
Workshop


CAROSAI/AFROSAI
-E Stakeholder
Engagement
Strategy
Development
Workshop was
received From 11
– to 22 June 2018,
Entebbe, Uganda

July -August 2018

Development of
Milestone








September 2018

Approval of
stakeholders’
engagement
strategic plan

Drafting Strategy

Meeting with
Auditor General
Review
documents
about the OAG
and the
potential
stakeholders
Plan the
strategy
development
process
Development of
action
plan/milestone
to prepare the
strategic
document

Figure 1: Stratey development process
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In 11-22 June of 2018, the IDI organized a CAROSAI/AFROSAI-E Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy Development Workshop in Entebbe, Uganda. The two weeks intensive workshop
enabled participants to take the neccesary steps in preparing a strategic document for stakeholder
engagement. One staff member from the OAG Eritrea participated in the workshop. This
opportunity gave room for important inputs to the current corporate strategy of the OAG. Towards
the end of June of 2018, the AG established a team of three members to prepare the Stakeholders’
Engagement strategy.

During the last week of June and July 2018, the strategy development milestone was prepared
following a discussion with the AG to undestand the expectation of the OAG. Subsequent to the
approval of the list of stakeholders, a thorogh analysis on each stakeholder was conducted to map
and prioritize the stakeholders. Finally, a strategy for eangagement with each stakeholder was
developed.

Benefits of the strategy
It is important to understand whether the role of stakeholders be advisory or participatory. In our
case, the role of the identified stakeholders is both advisory and participatory.

In general, this

strategy document is expected to serve the following benefits:a) One of the immediate benefits is establishing credibility and gaining buy-in from the
stakeholder community.

The implementation of the SAI strategy of 2018-2022 will need

continuous support from both internal and external stakeholders whether they are
institutionalized or not. Thus effective engagement of these stakeholders will help the OAG
to easily market its strategic plan.
b) Helps to develop the ability to anticipate controversies and resistances that could potentially
derail the implementation of audit recommendations. Failing to invite a client’s management
to an exit conference at the conclusion of an audit engagement could be one of the examples
that could lead to various forms of resistance to implementing audit recommendations.
c) Appropriate stakeholder engagement in the audit process is one of the key aspects of ensuring
transparency and accountability.
d) Understanding the expectations of all stakeholders and engaging them in the life of an audit
helps to produce reports that are timely and relevant.
e) Engaging stakeholders would improve the overall quality of the audit product.
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The engagement process, however, does not come without challenges. Engaging stakeholders
requires a significant investment of time; which may be a two way investment both at the OAG
and the target stakeholders. In addition to the extra time involved, a lack of appropriate training
and resources can also limit the benefits of stakeholders’ engagement. This is specially the case
of expectation gaps in the audit results.

Another challenge is defining the relative value of

different stakeholders’ input. Different stakeholder may have different expectations, sometimes,
conflicting with each other. Thus, a balanced treatment of multiple inputs is necessary.

Current Status of the OAG with regard to Stakeholders Engagement
The OAG plans its audit work and maintains its independence “in practice” in as much as possible.
Audit reports are prepared on auditees level (no consolidated report is prepared) and the report is
sent to the auditees and the Office of the President (OP) with a copy to the Ministry of Finance
(MoF). In Eritrea there is one media outlet (TV, Newspaper, Radio and Website) owned by the
Ministry of Information. The OAG has one part-time communication Officer.

The current engagement practices of the OAG has been confined to direct audit assignments
only. Due to the tradition of “keeping low profile”, the OAG has done minimal in engaging
relevant stakeholders in its audit process.

Consequently, the OAG has missed several

opportunities. However, the OAG is aware of its shortcomings and has long recognized the
need for systematically engaging its stakeholders to ensure a better communication atmosphere.
This will create a common understanding in the roles and contributions of stakeholders and
increases the role of OAG for a better public financial management practices.

Stakeholders the OAG is currently engaging
OAG’s stakeholders are organizations and individuals who are affected by the work of the OAG
or whose work affects the OAG. OAG’s situational analysis has identified the following main
stakeholders:OAG employees

Audit Services Corporation

Auditees

Office of the President

Ministry of Finance

Red Sea Corporation (09)

The General Public

Internal Auditors

Private Audit Firms

The Media

The Ministry of National

Office of National Security

Development
8
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Bilateral Cooperation Partners

Resource Coordinator

Branch

Centre

IDI, INTOSAI

Peer SAIs

AFROSAI-E, AFROSAI

Academic Institutions

Ministry of Justice

Office of the Attorney
General

Note: The sequence in the list does not indicate priority or importance.
For detailed list of stakeholders, refer to Annex 1.

Dimensional classification of Stakeholders

External Non-institutionalized
stakeholders

External institutionalized
stakeholders
Ministry of national
development

Media

Private
Audit firms

Ministry of Finance
Auditee
Resource
Coordinatio
n Centre

Internal stakeholders
Regional and
international
Organizations





Employees
Management
ASC

Office of the President
Development
Partners

National
Security
Office
Red Sea
Trading
Corporation

Academic
Institutions

Internal stakeholders

Figure 2: Classification of Stakeholders by dimension
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All staff members of the OAG (auditors, corporate staff members) and management are classified
as internal stakeholders. In addition, although the corporation is autonomous, due to the mandate
delegated to it, the ASC is in charge of all state owned enterprises and parastatals. Therefore, the
ASC is also classified as an internal stakeholder. The Office of the President, Ministry of Finance
and all audit clients are classified as external-institutionalized stakeholders. This is because there
is explicit or implicit contractual agreement to share the work of the OAG. The remaining
organizations and individuals are classified as External non-institutionalized stakeholders.
For detailed analysis of the stakeholders, refer to Annex 2-6
Stakeholders Grid

Academic
Institutions
Organization

Stakeholders
to keep
satisfied

Red Sea
Trading
Corporation

Office of the
President

Power

Anticorruptio
n branch
Public

OAG
Employees

Ministry of
National
Developmen
t

National
security
Office

Media

Stakeholders
to Engage

Ministry of
Finance

Auditee
Resource
Coordination
center

Audit Service
Professional
Corporation
Accountanc
y Bodies

Regional and
International
Organization
s

Developmen
t Partners

Stakeholders
to Inform

Stakeholders
to Monitor
Private Audit
Firms
Organization

Interest
Figure 3: The Stakeholders’ Grid
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The figure above prioritizes our stakeholders based on the power/influence and the interest they have on
the work of the OAG. Although we would like to engage all our stakeholders, due to resource constraints,
we have to allocate them into four quadrants. The stakeholders designated in green are priority to be
engaged.
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SWOT Analysis
Identified internal strengths of the OAG
Management commitment (Tone at the Top):- The management and leadership of the OAG has
always been committed for improvements and changes in the OAG.

This commitment is also

underlined in the vision statement of the OAG. Every planned change, regardless of the magnitude,
has a full involvement of top management.

Staff commitment:- Although many of the staff members have the dissatisfaction on the remuneration
system of the Government, staff at all levels treat their programs, projects, and activities as high
priority. It is a common practice to work extra hours and during weekends/ holidays.

Availability of relevant plans, policies and standards (Strategic Plan, Communication Policy, MIS,
Ethical Standards etc.):- Although there is a need for improvement on the application and
implementation of the relevant policies, the OAG has a designed majority of the basic policies and
standards required at a SAI.

Open door policies and friendly bureaucratic formalities:- Probably the most unique strength of
the OAG is its open - door policy.

Staff at any level can directly approach the top management,

including the AG for professional and personal consultations.

The respect we have by all stakeholders (both current and potential):- With all the audit backlogs
the OAG has and delayed audit engagements in the clients due to inadequate human resources, the
OAG still maintains the respect from its stakeholders, especially the auditees. There is no restriction of
scope, and full cooperation is always demonstrated from the auditees side.

Weaknesses
Unavailability of skilled communication staff, in the SAI:- The communication function has been a
weak area in the OAG. There is no clear job description or list of functions expected by the
communication unit. This function has been undertaken by the IS audit division on part-time basis.
The IS audit director has an accounting and Management background with no specific knowledge on
communications.
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Few management support to communication function: The communication function has been
perceived by the management as message exchange gate for emails. This tendency is mainly as a result
of alleged perception that the IS division has a better internet access than the rest of the OAG
departments.

Shortage of communication means (website, effective internet etc):- The internet access in Eritrea is
almost non-existent. The OAG uses VSAT technology to access the internet through an ISP located in
Netherlands.

Apart from being excessively expensive, the annual fee has been covered by our

cooperation partners, the EU and UNDP. The fact that the internet service contract is based on annual
basis, the OAG has been unable to obtain a domain name. In addition, the bandwidth too is limited to
have a website that can be used to share information about the OAG via web.

Cultural constraints on communication (Eritreans are shy):- Eritreans are reserved in
communication, especially about success with outsiders. This behavior is embedded in the culture of
the society which underlines the idea that “successes show themselves in the long run”

Opportunities
Availability of support by cooperation partners (AFROSAI-E, IDI, and Peer SAIs):- The OAG has
been befitting from the projects and events organized by the region’s umbrella organization,
AFROSAI-E, the development partners and peer SAIs. In addition to the regular events and workshops
hosted by them, AFROSAI-E and IDI have been supporting the OAG through different stakeholders
and communications training. AFROSAI-E has also been conducting quality assurance reviews for the
last 8 years.

Interest of donor Organizations in development projects of the OAG:- The OAG worked with EU
from 2008-2014. There is a willingness of the EU to further foster the relationship we had. Since
2016, the OAG has been working with UNDP in similar capacity building initiatives. Stakeholder
engagement projects have the potential to benefit from these arrangements.

Recent regional political development:- For the past 20 years, the OAG has been working under
difficult political environment. The no-peace-no war situation between Eritrea and Ethiopia has
affected the OAG negatively. Recently, the two governments have signed a peace agreement and have
13
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agreed to work for the development of the two countries. This development is expected to impact the
OAG in terms of communication and stakeholder engagement positively.

Threats
The government policy on remuneration and staff retaining practices is not encouraging for civil
servants:- The OAG is always dependent for its resources (both human and financial) on the
government. It cannot recruit its own staff according to its needs. This is also a threat in finding a
suitable professional for communication and stakeholder engagement position.
Unavailability of sufficient annual budget:- The OAG’s source of finances is the government. Even
if the OAG is able to involve external financiers, the engagement has to be approved by the government.
Unless sufficient finances can be secured, the strategic plan and the stakeholders’ engagement plan of
the OAG cannot be implemented
For detailed SWOT Analysis in relation to each stakeholder, refer to Annex 7.

Desired position of the OAG
Goal 5 of the corporate strategic plan reads as “To upgrade the image and impact of the OAG”. The
OAG needs to have a comprehensive communication policy and strategy that addresses internal and
external stakeholders’ expectations so as to boost its image and impact for the audit services it provides.
In our regional community, communication is one of the strategic imperatives.

Communication

promotes transparency and is one of the best instruments in government auditing. It also builds trust,
confidence and credibility among the public.

The modern audit profession demands Supreme Audit Institutions to properly communicate with
internal and external stakeholders to market the roles and responsibilities they are playing in promoting
corporate governance, transparency and accountability. Therefore, OAG requires a clear and relevant
communication strategy to make itself visible and understood to all of its stakeholders.

It is also through full engagement of all stakeholders that changes initiated in the OAG can be
implemented. With this spirit, the OAG strives to bring all relevant stakeholders on board to bring a
positive impact and leave visible footprint in the wellbeing of the Eritrean citizens.

14
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Communication Plan detailing the strategies
Based on the priorities set for the identified stakeholders, there are three types of approaches planned
for each stakeholder. For stakeholders who are already engaged, a plan is required to position them
in order to create a strategic partnership. These stakeholders are expected to partner with the OAG in
advancing the value adding role of the OAG.

Most of the Stakeholders under this category have

limited involvement in the OAG’s affairs. A better interaction with these stakeholders is expected to
create a strong work relationship.

There are stakeholders whose knowledge about the OAG is very limited. After assessing their power
and legitimacy they should be approached through opening a line of channel to increase their interest
in the OAG.

For details of the strategy for each stakeholder refer to Annex 8.
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Annexes
Annex 1. List of identified OAG stakeholders
OAG employees: The employees of the OAG are the main and most relevant internal stakeholder of
the SAI. This group are legitimate with a significant contribution and influence. Due to low incentive
offer (salary and other security packages) however, their willingness needs to be worked out. If this
group can come successfully on board, they can have significant impact on the value adding role of the
SAI.

Office of the President: Due to the inactive status of the parliament, the Office of the President is the
highest authority of the country. This group of stakeholder is in charge of approving the SAI with the
budget, HR and other in kind resources. In addition, the implementation of the audit legislation is highly
dependent on the power of this office. The enforcement on the implementation the SAI’s
recommendation depends on this stakeholder’s willingness to give attention to the work of the SAI. If
this stakeholder can be aligned with the SAI, the value adding role of the SAI will be effective.

Auditee: Auditees are the reason for existence of the OAG. These legitimate stakeholders are the main
institutionalized external stakeholder of the SAI. If they can be fully engaged, the value of the SAI in
contributing to the wellbeing of the citizens will be effective hence, their willingness to contribute and
influence needs to be enhanced.

The Media: This legitimate stakeholders could have been the main non institutionalized external
stakeholder of the SAI. Due to weak engagement practices on the OAG’s part and lack of knowledge
about the SAI’s activities, their contribution has been low. However, proper engagement of Media will
have considerable effect in building on the reputation of SAI and support the value adding role of the
SAI.

Office of the National Security and Police Forces, anti-corruption division: The contribution of
this stakeholder is medium because currently it is only one way relationship, where the Office of
National Security and Police Forces presents cases that need audit service. However, the OAG should
16
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also presents the ONSPF with cases that need to be investigated. But the legitimacy, willingness and
influence of this stakeholder is unquestionable. Thus the OAG should boost the existing relationship to
make the ONSPF a partner

Ministry of Finance: is one of the important strategic partners with high legitimacy, contribution and
influence but with lesser visible willingness. The Ministry is in charge of budget control and budget
execution of all budgetary units of the government. In addition it is also in charge of setting the
accounting and reporting framework of the government. Moreover, the Ministry is one of the significant
audit clients of the OAG. Complete engagement of this stakeholder is vital for OAG’s impact in the
country.

Audit Service Corporation: The ASC is an autonomous audit firm who is tasked with providing audit
service to parastatals and public enterprises. Although they can be considered as part of the OAG, it is
established as a private firm which generates its own income by charging its client audit fee for the
services it provide. In terms of contribution, legitimacy and influence the institution is high but its
willingness in the OAG is medium. Considering the primary responsibility of auditing parastatals and
public enterprises is mandated to the OAG legally, it is of high priority to engage this stakeholder.

Academic Institutions: The academic institutions, especially the College of Business and Social
Studies (CBSS), are the main source of manpower for the OAG. Nevertheless, the OAG has done very
little to engage these institutions. Proper engagement of these institutions will improve the professional
and managerial capacity not only of the OAG, but also of all government budgetary units, which
constitutes 99% of all audit clients of the OAG.

Eritrean Centre for Organizational Excellence (ERCOE): This stakeholder is tasked with
governance, improving the planning and management practices in government institutions. Engaging
ERCOE will benefit OAG both internally and the impact the organization has in improving the
governance of audit clients.

The Ministry of National Development: The MND is the highest authority for coordinating the
bilateral cooperation in the country. It is a stakeholders with high legitimacy, willingness and influence.
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If this Ministry can be properly positioned, it can have significant contribution towards the successful
implementation of OAG’s strategic plan.

Resource Coordinator Centre: Currently, the RCC is in charge of graduates to all government
institutions in Eritrea. The legitimacy, contribution and influence of this institute is high but it`s
willingness has been medium.

National Security Office, anti-corruption division: Currently, there is a division in the NSA which
is in charge of corruption prevention in Eritrea. The division has been actively engaging the OAG for
additional evidence on the charge it opens against suspected corrupted activity in Eritrea. For this
reason, although the legitimacy and willingness is high their contribution and influence and of this
division has been medium.
Annex 2: Classification of Stakeholder groupings
Our identified stakeholders are categorized into 5 groups.


Strategic Partners–those stakeholders who support the OAG’s work, almost in any situation
or moment



Interest Groups– those stakeholders who share similar interests with the OAG in certain issues



Pressure Groups– those stakeholders who exert pressure, political, public or media pressure
over the OAG because the issues of concern are to their favour.



Opposition Groups– those stakeholders who are against the OAG’s positions regardless of
reason



Passive Groups – those stakeholders who are not active but share common issues with the
OAG that can encourage public awareness

In classifying our stakeholders in the five groupings, the main factors used were, OAG’s demand on
the implementation of audit recommendation, developing OAG’s institutional capacity, OAG’s role in
promoting transparency and accountability and others. Some stakeholders can be categorized in more
than one group; this is because a stakeholder can have conflicting interest depending on the
circumstances. Auditees for example are strategic partners but when there is significant audit findings
which may require auditees’ action, they may be opposition groups due to the pressure exerted on them
to take corrective actions, which sometimes could be costly and time consuming.
18
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may
dissatisfaction on
branch wants to see
exert too much
the SAI
accountable
pressure
on
management,
government officials.
procedures
and
remuneration or
The Resource
regulations
for
other personal
Coordinator Centre
OAG
interest.
wants the OAG to
procurement
3. Sometimes audit
optimally use
demands.
recommendation
professionals in
s and OAG’s
discharging its duties.
proposal for
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PRESSURE GROUPS

OPPOSITION GROUPS

PARTNERS

PASSIVE
GROUPS

5. The Media in past
couple of years is
showing more interest
in the activities of the
OAG and wants more
future reports.
6. The Auditee wants
implementable and
practical audit
recommendations
7. The Ministry of
National Development
is the highest
authority for approval
of bilateral
cooperation and
implementation of
majority of SAI
projects and wants
efficient use of project
funds.
8. AFROSAI-E wants to
develop member
countries to apply
standardized, modern
and professional audit
service in the region.
9. Academic institutions

change on the
Ministry’s
regulation may
not be welcomed
by the Ministry.

are interested in the
human development
activities of the OAG as
they are also
beneficiaries of the
program

Annex 3: Diagnosis of OAG’s communication Process
The OAG has a local area Network (LAN) interconnected via cables, reasonable network equipment
(servers, routers, switches). In addition, the OAG has an internet facility which has a limited bandwidth
and is being funded by different development partners on annual basis. The internet gate way is
through a VSAT satellite dish directly connected to an ISP in Netherlands. The current contention
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ratio is arranged at 1:10, which means the available bandwidth is shared by 9 other institutions in
addition to the OAG. The OAG is maintaining the internet flow by requesting assistance from
development partners on annual basis. There is always a risk of losing the payment arrangement and
consequently losing the available internet facility. For this reason the OAG was not able to implement
a website to date.


Notice board, telephone calls and meetings are the main communication channel with internal
stakeholders. Similarly, Letters, telephone calls and exit conferences are the main channels of
communication with external stakeholders.



The Office of the President is engaged in the form of annual activity report (main summary of
all the audit reports plus activities of the corporate departments). The AG conducts meeting
with the President for pressing issues (Eg. institutional capacity building)



Auditee are engaged in means of exit conferences. Sometimes, auditee can ask the OAG to
audit their account. In addition the OAG supports the audit clients in setting up their Internal
Audit function (preparation of internal Audit manual, training etc). We are currently
sponsoring employees of our clients (and other stakeholders) in pursuing professional
qualifications. We also collect information for the purpose of preparing our strategic plan.



The members of the Judiciary wing (mainly the anti-corruption Branch) brings several requests
on investigative audit. The OAG can accept or reject the request. The OAG also sends a
component of the audit findings if it believes there is a need to involve the branch.



The OAG engages the media to disseminate information on the activities of the SAI. This is
mainly conducted whenever the OAG undertakes capacity building activities

•

Academics and professional bodies are engaged on occasional basis

•

Donors (although it is not significant) and development Partners are also actively engaged in
terms of sharing information through reports, meetings etc
The OAG must always make a formal request to Red Sea Corporation to any supply needed.

•
•

Resource Coordinator Center (RCC) is the Center for human resource coordination in the
country. The OAG conducts occasional meeting and frequent exchange of letter for human
resource requests.

•

The Audit Service of Eritrea is one of the most important stakeholders that participates in
almost all the workshops and seminars of SAI.
21
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•

AFROSAI-E and IDI are engaged through events meetings, conferences and workshops. In
addition OAG also actively responds to survey questionnaires and similar requests
disseminated by these organizations.

•

The Private audit firms are screened for operational licensee by the OAG. OAG is also
mandated to sanction the firms on issues of moral or professional ethics.

•

Currently the National Security Office and the anti-corruption branch request OAG’s
assistance for suspected corrupted financial transactions.

22
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Annex 4: Communication Plan
Stakeholder: OAG Employees
Objective: To make the OAG employees the leading agents in achieving SAI goals and objectives set by the management
Strategies

Engage:
There are OAG employees who are
unaware of the OAG strategies,
policies and important values. A
number of them are struggling to
apply the audit manuals of the OAG.
There will be a need of awareness
campaign to engage the employees
more.

Tactics/Tools/Channels

Resources

Scheduling



Organize bi-annual meeting of the geneal
employees of the OAG



January, 2019
Workshop For Strategic
plan formulation



Regular training of the audit manuals,
specifically the audit steps will be ‘a must
complete’ of annual CPD requirements




Position:
The employee of the OAG are the most
important strategic partner to
discharge the mandate and achieve the
objectives of the SAI. In order to
achieve this strategy, the employees
should be positioned to create a sense
of SAI ownership.






Staff will be encouraged to approach and
express their ideas to the management of
the OAG
The strategic plan currently under
development should be enriched by
participating the employees at the
development and approval level
The internal website of the OAG should be
developed where employees can access
soft copies of manuals, policies, strategic
plan, annual plan and othe relevant
documents
Training of senior and top management in
report writing
Increase OAG’s social events



Director of HRD, senior
Auditors and the AG to
lead the training sessions
and meetings.Cost of
refreshments during
meeetings, workshops
and training sessions
The communication
officer and the IT unit
head lead the
implementation of
internal website. A budget
for development and
implementation of
internal website which
should be determined in
consultation with the IT
unit

February 2019
Start at least a biannual
meetings with all the
OAG employees
May 2019
Implementation of
internal website
Regular
For other meetings and
training sessions should
be determined in
consultation with the
management and HR
division of the OAG
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Stakeholder: Office of the President
Objective 1: To enhance OAG independence through the approval and implementation of the draft Audit Legislation
Objective 2: To etablish oversight body that will follow implementation of OAG recommendations
Strategies

Tactics/Tools/Channels


Engage:
The OAG has been trying to
maintain its independence from
the executive. In practice
however, the Office is currently
assuming the responsibility of
the legislation too and has a
great influence on the
empowerment of the OAG.
Therefore, through reports,
letters and meetings, the
management of the OAG needs
to engage more.



Resources

Increase frequency of
communication with the
President



The Auditor General to write
letters or organize the
briefings and meetings

Summarize and submit
timely audit and activity
reports to the President



The DAGs and
communication officer

Position:
The Office of the President is
known of its support to
empower the Government
institutions. Therefore, the
management of the OAG need
to position the office to make it
a strategic partner through
briefings and meetings.
24

Scheduling

Starting March, 2019
Short summary of activitiy
report should be sent to the
President
For written communication,
other meetings and briefings
sessions the AG should
determine it in consultation with
the secretariat of the President
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Stakeholder: Auditee
Objective: To change the attitude of the auditee to consider the OAG as their consultant and partner
Strategies

Tactics/Tools/Channels


Position:
Auditees are normally not
comfortable with the idea of
audit. In addition, the practical
implementation of the audit
recommendations has not been
satisfactory. Therefore, the
attitude should be changed to
make the auditees more
comfortable with the mandates
of the OAG and make them a
change agents in their own
organizations through seminars
and conducive entry and exit
meetings.







Entry and exit meetings
Include the positive
measures of the auditees
instead of concentrating on
the findings only

Resources




The AG and DAGs to
organize seminars.
Refreshments to
participants of seminars and
workshops

Organize seminars and
workshops to the
management of auditees
manfdated with PFM

Scheduling

June 2019
Modification of report contents
starting the next audit reports
to be prepared
June 2019
Seminar/workshop

November 2020 – April 2021
Training Internal Audit staff
Training Finance staff

Training opportunities for IA
and Finance staff
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Stakeholder: The Media
Objective: To use media as one of OAG tools in creating awareness in the public
Strategies
Tactics/Tools/Channels
Resources

Engage:
The media has little knowledge
about the structure, mandate
and responsibility of the OAG.
The management of the OAG
should engage the media to
create awareness.





Conduct interviews with
media
inviting the media in OAG
events
Contribute PFM related
articles on the newspaper.
Prepare and publish annual
OAG magazine






Top Management (AG) to
conduct interviews with
media
Communication officer to
draft and send the invitation
letters. Refreshments will be
required for event
participants.
Time of top management
and senior auditors
expected to contribute
articles

Scheduling

March 2019
Interview with media
Starting September 2019 – April
2020
TBD depending on significant
events of the OAG
May 2020:
Publication of PFM related
articles in media
September 2021:
Publish Annual OAG magzine
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Stakeholder: Ministry of Finance
Objective: To create a joint committee with the OAG which oversee the implementation of audit recommendations
Strategies
Tactics/Tools/Channels
Resources
Scheduling

Position:
The Ministry of Finance is one of
the strategic partners of the 
OAG and it has been engaged
those past years through reports
and meeting. And they need to 
be positioned to make pressure
to the Auditee towards the
implementation
of
the
recommendations given by the
OAG. In addition, the OAG needs
to discuss further with the
Ministry of Finance in order to
improve the budget required for
field audits outside Asmara.

Meeting with the
management of MOF



Modifying and delivering the 
reports on time

Solicit with the ministry in
the updates of the financial
regulations

The AG time for meeting
with the MOF Officials
Time of Joint committee
members of the OAG
Refreshments during
meeting
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Stakeholder: Academic institutions
Objective: To ensure accounting graduates have neccessary knowledge about audit and IPSAS
Strategies
Tactics/Tools/Channels
Resources

Engage:
The OAG had little relationships
with the academic institutions in
the past but with the shortage of
Qualified employees OAG has
started to engage more the
institutions
by
giving
recommendations
on
the
lectures and courses.




Arranging workshops
and seminars to related
head of departments
and lecturers.
Give recommendations
and suggestions on
related courses.
Creating educational
opportunities for the
lecturers like ACCA.
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The communication
officer and HR director
arranging the
workshops,seminars
and meetings with the
head deparments.
Cost for refreshments
will be included.
Time spent by the
communication officer
to arrange the
workshops,meeting.

Scheduling

September - December 2020
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Stakeholder: Resource coordinator center
Objective:To obtain sufficient human resource in discharging OAG’s mandate
Strategies
Tactics/Tools/Channels
Resources

Position:
The
resource
coordinator
center has already engaged
through frequent meeting so it
needs to be positioned in order
for the SAI to address the
shortage of human resource to
perform its work effectively.





Continous request for
human resource
Discussing differencial
salary scale for the OAG
employees.
Provide upto date
information of Human
Resources
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The AG and recruitment
committee meet with
head of RCC
Salary of new
employees

Scheduling

Starting August 2019,
continuous
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Stakeholder: Audit service of Corporation (ASC)

Objective: To support the ASC in becoming professional firm that give quality audit service to its clients
Strategies
Tactics/Tools/Channels
Resources
Scheduling

For the past few years, the ASC
has been receiving assistance
of materials and manuals from
the OAG. This relationship
needs to be strengthened to
reinforce the capacity of the
ASC
Position:
The ASC is a strategic partner of
the OAG so it needs to be
positioned to achieve SAI goals
and objectives to make positive
impact.







Invite the Audit service
employees on the
workshops prepared by the
OAG or other parties.
Giving suggestions for
improvements on the
quality of ASC audit
engagement practices
The OAG needs to support
the ASC in tems of technical
and material
Invite to OAG’s social
events
Enforce critical working
papers, such as declaration
of conflict of interest and
QC in every audit
engagement.
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Materials and
equipment such as
laptop.
Training rooms
Refreshments
AG’s time in review of
audit products

April 2020
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Stakeholder: Ministry of National Development (MND)

Objective: To benefit from the bilateral cooperation agreements to finance OAG’s projects
Strategies

Tactics/Tools/Channels

Position:

The MND is an important
stakeholder that intemediate 
the OAG with donors, it is
already
approached
and
engaged but it needs to be 
positioned to get timely
financing for the projects.

Attending in the workshops
sponsored by the MND
Preparing a precise plan
about the the projects that
the OAG want to achieve.
Invite the MND in the
capacity building initiatives
of the OAG

Resources
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Time of the
communication officer
and project
management team
AG’s time for meetings

Scheduling

Starting April 2019
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Stakeholder: The National Security Office / Anti-corruption branch

Objective: To partner with the institutions in forensic audits
Strategies

Tactics/Tools/Channels


Position:
Most of the time, the NSO has
been approaching the OAG for
professional services for critical 
cases. This relationship should
also be reciprocal, where the
OAG also benefits from the
investigative expertise of the
NSO.

Resources

Continuous meeting and
consultations with the
organizations



Share of information
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The AG communicate
with relevant bodies of
the NSO
Time of top
management and senior
auditors to audit the
cases that are given by
the NSO.

Scheduling

November 2020
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Stakeholder: Regional and International Organizations (AFROSAI-E, IDI)

Objective: 1. To benefit from the development initiatives of AFROSAI-E, IDI
2. To Contribute to the development initiatives of AFROSAI-E, IDI
Strategies

Tactics/Tools/Channels


Position:
AFROSAI-E and IDI has been 
supporting the OAG in various
capacity building initiatives. The
OAG need to improve in several
areas and these organizations 
are main source of support for
the OAG

Active participation in
training programs
Continue to actively
implement the
recommendation of the
QAR teams
Participate in QARs and
training programs as
facilitators

Resources
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The AG communicate
with relevant bodies in
the oeganizations
Time of top
management and senior
auditors Who
participate in facilitating
training events
Accomodation costs for
in country training
events by experts of
these orgaizations

Scheduling

March 2019, On going

Annex 5: Implementation matrix
Output

Key Activities/projects

Success Indicators

Goal 5
Objective 5.1

To upgrade the image and impact of the OAG
To position OAG employees
Meeting
Number of staff attending
attendance
meeting
for list of
employees
Fully
functional
Website
On time completion of OAG
website

5.1.1. Organize bi-annual
meeting of the general
employees of the OAG
5.1.2 Development of internal
website of the OAG to
increase access for employees
to soft copies of manuals,
policies, strategic plan, annual
plan and other relevant
documents
Objective 5.2
5.2.1. Engage Audit clients for
implementing
recommendations (such as
conducting seminars)
5.2.2. Redesign annual
reports
Objective 5.3
5.3.1. Review and upgrade
the communication policy
5.3.2 prepare stakeholder
engagement strategy
document

5.3.3 Request MoI to cover
OAG activities

Risks

2019

Time
Constraint

Feb.
and
July
2019

Time and
finance
Constraint/
expert

August

2020

Jan.
and
July
2020

To position Auditee to enable implementation of audit recommendations
Attendance
a) Number of meetings
list of
Time
Contin Contin
b) Number of stakeholders
stakeholders Constraint
uous
uous
attended

Jan.
and
July
2021

Information on OAG
published in media

Coverage in
EriTV/
radio/News
paper

MoI may not
be
interested

Feb.
2019

Jan.
and
July
2022

Responsibility
2023

Jan. and
July
2023

HRD

ICT Division

Contin
uous

Time
Feb.
Constraint
2020
/manpower
To engage with the media and other stakeholders to increase the awareness of the public
Approved
Time
Apr.
Application of policy
policy
Constraint/
2020
manpower
Approved
Incorporation of SES activities
Time
strategy
Januar
in annual operation plan of
Constraint/
document
y 2019
the OAG
manpower
Format and content of annual
reports

Report
template

Time line
2021
2022

Conti
nuous

Contin
uous

AG/ DAGs

Technical committee

Communication

Communication

Key Activities/projects

5.3.4. Prepare and publish
audit and PFM related articles

5.3.5. Produce Annual SAI
performance Report and
disseminate to all concerned
stakeholders

5.3.6 Publish semi-annually
(annual) OAG magazine

Objective 5.5
Meetings, workshops and
seminars with related head
of departments and lecturers
to introduce IPSAS in CBSS

Create educational
opportunities for the
lecturers like ACCA

Objective 5.4
Design a system for collecting
feedback from stakeholders

Success Indicators
a) Number of articles
prepared
b) Number of articles
published

a) Number of reports
distributed

Output
OAG articles
in
Newspaper

Copies of
SAI
performanc
e report

Risks

2019

2020

Time line
2021
2022

a) Time
Constraint/
manpower
b) Articles
may not be
published
Time
Constraint/
manpower

Dec.
2022

Communication

March
2020

Time
Constraint/
Number of copies printed and
manpower
distributed
b) Magazine
may not be
published
To increase audit and accounting impact on PFM through engaging academic institutions
At least two
lecturer
Number and position of staff
Willingness
specialized
Sep.
attending meeting/workshops
of CBSS
in IPSAS
At least 3
academic
Shortage of
Number of staff benefiting
institution
fund for
from OAG’s training
staff
May
ACCA
opportunities
enrolled in
programs
ACCA
programs
To design a mechanism for collecting feedback from stakeholders about the OAG
Feedback
Time
Improvement on the
July
analysis
Constraint/
reputation of OAG
2020
report
manpower
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Responsibility
2023

Communication

Feb
2023

Communication

Top
management/HRD

HRD/Project officers

Technical committee

Annex 6: Organizational Structure

Auditor General

Audit service
Corporation
Executive secretary

HRD, Planning and
Audit Quality Division
Information Technology
Systems Division
Internal Audit Unit

Finance and
Administration Division

IT Audit
Unit

Communication
Unit

IT Operational
center Unit

Audit Department of Local
Government, Administration and
Social Services

Audit Department of Revenue,
Economy and Defense

Local Government Audit
Division

Defense Audit division

Administrative Services
Audit Division

Revenue Audit
Division
Specialized Audits Division

Social Services Audit
Division

Economic services
Audit Division
Forensic/Investigative
Audit Unit

Quality Assurance Unit

Performance Audit Unit

